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KBM Consultants is planning to launch of Manpower Recruitment 

Services in Middle East in 2014 for countries UAE, Qatar, Saudi Arabia, 

Bahrain etc. The focus will be on effective and thorough manpower-

recruiting process of skilled and professional labour. We will act as a 

gateway to provide a wide range of recruitment and selection services to 

fill specialized professional positions and highly skilled craftsmen to 

Multinational companies in the Middle East. The purpose will be to 

carefully choose the most talented employees who will positively 

benefit the business and recruit them for the Middle East countries. Also 

by balancing the interests of both employers and employees, the 

company will strive to maintain a harmonious industrial relationship.

KBM Group's new venture of the manpower recruitment is designed to 

cover vast area overseas. We as a company plan to strive and 

consequently have successful operations of manpower export more 

than any other firm in the country. 
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PAKISTAN NEWS

The third batch of Train Dentists finished their work placements in Dentistry on 8th August 2014. It was the 3rd batch of Erasmus Train 

Dentists' last day of Intensive English lessons. The bright students of this program have come a long way with the support of their fantastic 

teacher and guide Stephen. They have increased their confidence in English Language skills both in writing and speaking form to a great 

extent. KBM Consultants congratulates all the students and gives best wishes to them for the six week placement in Dentistry at Dr. 

Gauri's Clinics situated in London. During their work placement they will each be shadowing a professional and qualified dentist in their 

day to day activities. We hope they learn from this valuable experience.

SC INGLESE Trading as KBM Consultants Visiting
Regione Lazio in Rome! 

Director of KBM Group, Mr Salman Khan visited 

Rome in Italy where SC INGLESE South of Europe 

office is based at the beginning of August 2014. Mr 

Salman Khan's visit to Rome helped strengthening the 

links between Italy and UK and providing the path for 

other future projects such as Erasmus Plus, Youth 

Guarantee and Youth in Action.  

During his visit to Italy, Mr Salman Khan went to the 

main office of Regione Lazio based inside the   

University campus of “La Sapienza” in Rome, to meet 

up with the presidents and managers of Regione Lazio 

with regards to the Call for Proposals project 

“TORNO SUBITO” in English called “I will be back 

soon” SC INGLESE trading as KBM Consultants has 

lately become partner for this important project. In 

this project funding is given to the students in Italy 

and particularly those residing in the Lazio Region to 

go abroad and improve their language skills as well as 

to gain experience in professional environment in 

foreign companies. 
ITALY NEWS

SC INGLESE trading as KBM Consultants will be supporting students for English language course in the UK, particularly in London and 

Cambridge, USA with Los Angeles as favourite destinations. On top of providing students with a language course in a selected and good 

school, the staff of SC INGLESE & KBM Group will also support the candidates in finding the right work placement at the end of each 

project in different sectors such as web content writing, event management, cinema and media, immigration services and many more.
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